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ABSTRACT 

 

 Negotiating text is a text that contains about social interaction to reach an agreement. 

Discovery Learning Model  is Learning Proses that focuses on the intelektual mental of 

learner in solving various problems encourfared, so fin a concept. The writer interested for 

conducting research on learning evaluating negotiated text based on the implicit aspect of 

using Discovery Learning to student at 10 th grade at SMK Pasundan 4 Bandung. 

         The formulation of problems that the writer asks 1s : 1.) Cant the authors plan, 

Implement, and assess learning evaluates the negotiating text based on the Implicit aspect of 

using discovery learning  at 10 th grade at SMK Pasundan4 Bandung? 2)Can the learner 

evaluates the negotiating text based on the implicit aspect appropriately?3) How effective  is 

the discovery learing model used in evaluating negotiated text based on the impliat text at 

student 10 th grade at SMK Pasundan4 Bandung ? 

 The purpose in resaech is succes the author to plan, implement, and asses the 

learning in reseach; knowing ability by student in learning; and effective the models used by 

author learning evalutes the negosiating text based on the implicit aspect of using discovery 

learning in research.The research method that writers use is an experimental method to study 

engineering literarture review, observation, test run, and testing. The research result is 

evident from the result of the planning is 3,4 and execution is 3,5. Than, the evident from 

average pretest score wiht an average of 32,3 and posttes average is 70,2. This difference 

shows difference of 37,2. Last, evident from the result of statistical calculation with the result 

of t count > t table (35,11 > 2,04) in the 95% confidence level with the 5% significance level 

. 

Based on these facts, the authors concluded that the research by learning evaluates 

the negotiating text based on the Implicit aspect of using discovery learning  at 10 th grade at 

SMK Pasundan4 Bandung, is success. 
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